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Definition of Stability 
• The ability of any given system to attain the steady state condition 

after passing through transients successfully is called stability. 

• Bounded-Input, Bounded-Output (BIBO) Stability:  
 A linear time invariant system is said to be stable if it produces a bounded 

response to a bounded input. 

 Thus for an unstable system, the response will increase without bounds or will 

never return to the equilibrium state. 

 

From the fig. it can be clearly seen 

that for both first and second order 

systems the response w.r.t. time is 

increasing rather than settling 

down, thus showing an unstable 

condition . 



TRANSFER FUNCTION 
• General form of the transfer function : 

 

 

n : order of the system (n ≥ m ), 

D(s) : characteristic polynomial 

Characteristic equation : D(s)=0 

 

 

• The roots of the numerator polynomial, i.e. 

 

 

are called the zeroes of the system. 

• The roots of the denominator polynomial are called the poles of the system. 

 



STABILITY AND POLES 
Let us take an example: Consider a closed loop transfer function  

 

 

Let R(s)=1/s, thus obtaining the response for unit step input  

 

 

 

In time domain the response is given by: 

 

 

when t→∞, it can be seen that both the exponential terms will approach to zero and the 
output will be steady state output of 1.25. 

 On observing the given transfer function it can be seen that the poles of the transfer 
function are located at s=-2 and s=-4 i.e. on the left hand side of the s-plane. 

 If the poles are located in the LHS of the s-plane, exponential indices in output are 
negative, hence the exponential transient terms will vanish when t→∞. Thus, making 
the system absolutely stable. 

 On the contrary, if there are poles in the RHS of s-plane then the exponential terms 
will tend to unbounded values which will not return to its steady state values and the 
system becomes absolutely unstable. 
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• Stability or instability is a property of the system itself i.e. closed loop poles of the system 

and does not depend on input or driving function. The poles of input do not affect 

stability of the system they affect only steady state output 

• If all the roots of the characteristic equation are on the left hand side of the complex 

plane, i.e. all the roots have negative real parts, then the system is stable. 

• If there is at least one root on the right hand side of the complex plane, then the system is 

unstable and the response will increase without bounds with time. 

• If there is at least one root with zero real part, i.e. on the imaginary axis, then the 

response will contain undamped sinusoidal oscillations or a non decaying response. 

STABILITY AND POLES contd… 



ROUTH’S STABILITY CRITERION 
 Routh’s stability criterion allows the determination of 

• whether there are any roots of the  characteristic equation with positive real 
parts 

  and, if there are, 

• the number of these roots  

without actually finding the roots. 

• The first step in checking the stability of a  system using Routh’s stability 
criterion is the application of an initial test called the Hurwitz test. 

Hurwitz Test : 

• The necessary but not sufficient condition for a characteristic equation 

 

 

      to have all its roots with negative real parts is that all of the coefficients ai must       

      exist and have the same sign. 

• If the characteristic equation fails to meet the above condition, then the system 
is not stable. 

Eg:  

Here the power of s and its coefficient is missing, hence unstable. 

• A sufficient condition for instability All signs of the coefficients of the 
characteristic polynomial are not the same → unstable system 



• If Hurwitz condition is satisfied, then Routh’s stability criterion 

must be used to determine the stability of the system. 

• To be able to apply Routh’s criterion, Routh’s array must be 

constructed. 

• For a real polynomial 

 

 

     the Routh’s array is a special arrangement of the coefficients in a      

     certain pattern. 

ROUTH’S STABILITY CRITERION 



CONSTRUCTING A BASIC ROUTH TABLE 

• Begin by labelling the rows with powers of s from the highest power of the 

denominator polynomial to s0 

• List in the first row every other coefficient starting with the one of the highest 

power of s 

• List in the second row coefficients that were skipped in the first row 

• Complete the rest of the table 



CONSTRUCTING A BASIC ROUTH TABLE 



CONSTRUCTING A BASIC ROUTH TABLE 



ROUTH HURWITZ CRITERION 



ROUTH HURWITZ CRITERION 



• The necessary and sufficient condition for a characteristic equation to 

have all its roots with negative real parts is that the elements of the 

first column of the Routh’s array to have the same sign. 

• If the elements of the first column have different signs, then the 

number of sign changes is equal to the number of roots with positive 

real parts. 

ROUTH HURWITZ CRITERION 



• Special Cases : 

There are some cases in which problems appear in completing the Routh’s array. 

• Special Case 1 : 

When a first column term in a row becomes zero with all other terms being nonzero, 

the calculation of the rest of the terms becomes impossible due to division by zero. 

In such a case the system is unstable and the procedure is continued just to determine 

the number of roots with positive real parts. 

ROUTH HURWITZ CRITERION 



ROUTH HURWITZ CRITERION 



ROUTH HURWITZ CRITERION 



• Special Case 2 : 

If all the terms on a derived row are zero, this means that the characteristic equation has roots which are 

symmetric with respect to the origin, 

1. Two real roots with equal magnitudes but opposite signs, and/or 

2. Two conjugate imaginary roots, and/or 

3. Two complex roots with equal real and imaginary parts of opposite signs. 

 To proceed, an auxiliary polynomial Q(s) is formed by using the terms of the row just before the row of 

zeros. The auxiliary polynomial Q(s) is always even (i.e. all powers of s are even). 

 The roots of Q(s)=0 will give the symmetric roots of the characteristic polynomial. 

 To complete the Routh’s array, simply replace the row of zeroes with the coefficients of dQ(s)/ds=0. 

ROUTH HURWITZ CRITERION 



• In order to find the complete stability of the previous system, no. of  imaginary roots 

should also be identified. 

• For this, auxiliary equation is equated to zero and roots are obtained, as shown below. 

Thus, location of all the roots can be identified. 

ROUTH HURWITZ CRITERION 



STABILITY BOUNDARIES 

• One of the steps in the design and optimization of control systems is the 

selection of controller parameters. 

• The limiting values of these parameters leading to instability must be 

determined first, so that best values in the stable range can be chosen. 

• Eg: 



STABILITY BOUNDARIES 



STABILITY BOUNDARIES 



Marginal K and Frequency of Sustained Oscillations 

  

• Marginal value of ‘k’ is that value for which system becomes 

marginally stable.  

• For marginal stability there must be a row of zeros occurring 

in Routh’s Array. So, value of k which makes any row of 

Routh’s Array as row of zeros is called marginal value of ‘k’. 

• To obtain the frequency of oscillations, solve the auxiliary 

equation A(s)=0 for K=Kmar the magnitude of imaginary roots 

of A(s)=0 obtained for marginal value of k indicates the 

frequency of sustained oscillations which system will produce. 

STABILITY BOUNDARIES 
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